‘Green Wall Rating’: A Methodology to Evaluate Sustainable Development by Implementing Green Wall Model
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ABSTRACT

The modern technology has changed the life of human being. Rapidly changing technology develops many kind of development approaches and products which makes the life easier and comfortable but they have also a negative impact on human beings as well as on the environment, In this paper a green wall rating methodology is being introduced. The protocols used in this rating methodology, a developer can rate any product or process well in terms of sustainability. Further green wall rating (GWR) can be measured with the help of sustainable development qualities. About the essential qualities for sustainable development has been discussed in our earlier publication (Srivastava, et. al., 2014). On the basis of conceptual hypothesis the practical value of GWR has to be set between 2.00 to 4.00 units. For being a sustainable process or product it must contains at least 2.00 green wall rating.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In our recent study we have proposed a Green Wall Model, a model for sustainable development. By this model we can address both the qualities of sustainable software and profiling energy consumption. In that model we have introduced four basic qualities of sustainable development: Entourage effect, curtailment, social impact, performance [1]. If any development process contains these qualities then we can say that it is a sustainable development and now with the help of that model we are introducing a new technique and terminology which is called as green wall rating. It is a grading methodology or rating technique of any development process and this methodology also enlighten about the process compatibility regarding with the environment. This methodology comes under the area of green computing and it ensures about sustainable development. The reasons behind this study
are firstly the world of supercomputing and fast growing technology there are rapidly changing of product and various demands call for manufacturing products so for that various methods and approaches are adapted and developed [2] so there is no technique has present that ensures the new adapted technology is compatible to human being and also for environment. Secondly if any one considered the environment, only discuss about greenhouse gas emissions or wastages no one relates to the effect on human being e.g. IT industry is responsible for 2–2.5% of global greenhouse (GHS) gas emissions [3]. This paper contributes about the rating system for various life cycle models or development process by which we can decide that how much it is sustainable.

2. BACKGROUND

Until now, there are many publications available discussing about the sustainable development and energy saving methodology. Shaofei jiang [4] has describes the innovative design of a new laptop by which we can overcome the energy related problems of traditional laptops. Anh Hoang describes the life cycle of a laptop from materials acquisition to manufacturing, use, and end-of-life disposition in terms of contribution to greenhouse gas (GHG) emission [5]. EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) described the life cycle of a cell phone [6]. In this study the requirements for mobile phone manufacturing and as well as various stages of mobile phones have been discussed. Lewis produces its artifacts for the environmentally sustainable infrastructure design [7]. It is a comprehensive understanding of environmental sustainability that needs for IT infrastructure system design.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This paper is based on the qualities of sustainable development that we are discussed in our previous study [1]. According to that qualities of sustainable development can be divided into four major qualities those are: Entourage effect, Curtailment, Social impact and Performance and by the help of these qualities we can calculate the Green wall rating of any development process or any product. Green wall rating is a terminology used for explaining about any product that how much that product is effective regarding with the human being or environment. We can calculate it by following way as mentioned in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Major Qualities</th>
<th>Sub Qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Entourage effect</td>
<td>Bionomics impact, Pernicious effect, Low vitiation, Extravagance, Use renewable energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Curtailment</td>
<td>Low elementary cost, Less raw material cost, Low ontogeny, Low breakdown cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>Inclinated, Use provincial material, Less use of energy, Safe and secure, Externalize energy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each major quality has value=1 means,

- Value of Entourage effect = 1.
- Value of Curtailment = 1.
- Value Social impact = 1.
- Value of Performance = 1.

So from the above values we can calculate the values of sub qualities so,

### 3.1 For Entourage effect

Total number of sub qualities=5 and value of entourage effect=1, thus

Value of each sub quality = 1/5

= .20

So that we can say that,

- Value of Bionomics impact = .20
- Value of Pernicious effect = .20
- Value of Low vitiation = .20
- Value of Extravagance = .20
- Value of Use renewable energy = .20

### 3.2 For Curtailment

Total number of sub qualities=4 and value of Curtailment=1, thus

Value of each sub quality = 1/4

= .25

So that we can say that,

- Value of Low elementary cost = .25
- Value of Less raw material cost = .25
- Value of Low ontogeny = .25
- Value of Low breakdown cost = .25

### 3.3 For Social Impact

Total number of sub qualities=5 and value of Social impact=1, thus

Value of each sub quality = 1/5.

= .20

So that we can say that,
• value of Inclinated = .20
• Value of Use provincial material = .20
• Value of Less use of energy = .20
• Value of Safe and secure = .20
• Value of Externalize energy = .20

3.4 For Performance

Total number of sub qualities = 7 and value of Performance = 1, thus

Value of each sub quality = \( \frac{1}{7} \)

\[ = .14 \]

So that we can say that,

• Value of Ease to build = .14
• Value of Long life = .14
• Value of Use green energy sources = .14
• Value of Less chance to decay = .14
• Value of Time saving = .14
• Value of Money saving = .14
• Value of High performance = .14

If any development process contains all the sustainable qualities then we can say that development will be the sustainable development \([1]\). So the maximum value of green wall rating will be = 4 and the minimum value of green wall rating = .14, if it contains only one quality.

So the green wall rating that is necessary for the sustainable development = mean of (maximum value of green wall rating, minimum value of green wall rating)

Minimum green wall rating = \( \frac{4 + .14}{2} \)

\[ = 2.07 \]

Thus we can say that if any development process has green wall rating = 2 or more than, then that will be called as sustainable development.

**Green wall rating evaluation or for organizational implementation**

We can calculate the green wall rating of the after construction of the product, if product’s development process satisfy any one of the qualities then we will take the value of that quality for e.g. if any development process has low elementary cost then we will consider its value = .20 such as the other are also considered so,

Green wall rating = addition of total values of qualities that are containing by development process.
Representation of green wall rating

The representation of green wall rating in product is can be done by GWR= (the value of green wall rating). Means if value of green wall rating for any product=3.00, then we can show its green wall rating by GWR=3.00

4. CONCLUSION

The initial studies presented in this paper have shown the qualities of sustainable development and these qualities are Entourage effect, Curtailment, Social impact and performance. By visualizing these qualities we evaluated green wall rating (GWR). The calculation of GWR will depends on the number of qualities contained by development process. The maximum value of GWR will be 4.00 units if development process satisfies all the qualities of sustainable development and minimum value of green wall rating for sustainable development is 2.00. If development process has 2.00 or more than 2.00 GWR then we can say that is a sustainable development process. The sustainability of the product depends on green wall rating (GWR). The higher value of GWR (between 3.00 to 4.00) means the product or process is more sustainable as compare to those products which contains the less green wall rating (2.00 to 3.00).
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